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Parajumpers Millard black windproof shirt jacket

 €290.00




 file_downloadChoose size
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Parajumpers Miles light bomber jacket in blue

 €420.00
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Parajumpers Marmolada PR white Wireframe print

 €580.00




 file_downloadChoose size
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Parajumpers Marmolada PR green-yellow jacket with...

 €580.00
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Parajumpers Millard PR white jacket with Wireframe print

 €500.00
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Parajumpers Miroku short thin shiny black down jacket

 €440.00
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Descente Mizusawa Down Jacket Mountaineer blue

 €1,150.00
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Descente Mizusawa Down Invisible Inv-06 blue smooth duvet

 €950.00
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Dune_ Blue/grey reversible hooded denim coat

 €1,555.00
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Commun's black and white checked coat

 €1,950.00
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Commun's Prince of Wales coat with black panels

 €1,795.00
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M.&Kyoko green crew-neck coat with flowers

 €905.00
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Maison Lener Constante light grey midi coat

 €700.00
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Maison Lener Temporel long hooded coat in burgundy red

 €890.00




 file_downloadChoose size
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Maison Lener Temporel long hooded coat in light grey

 €890.00




 file_downloadChoose size
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Miyao long blue pinstripe coat

 €890.00




 file_downloadChoose size
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Trippen SQ-Bag b black leather tote bag

 €510.00
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Cornelian Taurus Trace Tote mini square shoulder bag in...

 €615.00
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Cornelian Taurus Trace Cover mini shoulder bag in black...

 €525.00
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A Tentative Atelier Everina black leather shoulder bag

 €720.00
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A Tentative Atelier Evonne small black shoulder bag

 €895.00
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Master-Piece Potential 2Way black multi-pocket backpack

 €370.00
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Master-Piece Progress Duck black backpack

 €315.00
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Master-Piece Slick backpack 02482

 €250.00
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Meo Fusciuni Last Season

 €220.00
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Cornelian Taurus Trace Tote mini square shoulder bag in...

 €615.00
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Descente Mizusawa Down Jacket Mountaineer blue

 €1,150.00




 file_downloadChoose size
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Dune_ Burgundy cashmere balaclava hood

 €370.00
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Kapital Century Denim No.1.2.3. 1st indigo blue denim jacket

 €555.00




 file_downloadChoose size
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Shoto white horse leather sneakers with turquoise sole

 €440.00
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Shoto Melody white sneakers with yellow ocher sole

 €440.00
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Shoto Melody white leather sneakers with red sole

 €455.00
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Shoto Melody white leather sneakers with blue sole

 €455.00
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Trippen SQ-Bag b black leather tote bag

 €510.00
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Trippen Alliance closed sandal in black leather

 €345.00
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Trippen Density black closed sandal with open toe

 €315.00
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Fuga Fuga beige T-shirt with green-yellow geometric pattern

 €315.00
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Fuga Fuga grey knit T-shirt with floating clouds

 €295.00
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M.&Kyoko blue ligth short-sleeved sweater with pink flowers

 €285.00
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M.&Kyoko light blue cotton knit T-shirt with red flowers

 €285.00
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M.&Kyoko antique pink T-shirt with yellow flowers

 €285.00
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M.&Kyoko beige T-shirt with embossed floral print

 €285.00
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M.&Kyoko melange black T-shirt with embroidered fruit

 €285.00
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M.&Kyoko melange pink T-shirt with embroidered fruit

 €285.00
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Monobi Raw Indigo Selvage natural white jeans

 €280.00
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Monobi chino pants in military green organic gabardine

 €190.00
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Ma'ry'ya blue cotton pullover sweater with boat neckline

 €220.00
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Ma'ry'ya beige cotton sweater with boat neckline

 €220.00
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Ma'ry'ya boxy sweater in black cotton with pocket

 €305.00
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Guidi BK2 red horse leather bucket shoulder bag

 €995.00
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Guidi ZA1 drawstring backpack in green leather

 €840.00
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Guidi 792V_N black horse leather lace-up shoes

 €995.00
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Guidi 796V_N black ankle boot in horse leather

 €1,330.00
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 Monobi: metropolitan style high-tech clothing
 Monobi by Beste SpA: metropolitan clothing items with a performance character,...
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 Guidi leather and silver jewels
 Guidi shoes, a Pistoia-based brand of Tuscan handmade leather goods, opens up to...
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 Crêperie: ruffled dresses Made in Japan
 Crêperie dresses seem to be molded on the body, furrowed by endless paths rippled...
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  Petrosolaum shoes: a new Japanese footwear brand arrives in Italy
 The Petrosolaum philosophy wants to mix product functionality - shoes must be...
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 Il Centimetro Sneakers and Bracelets Made in Italy
 The brand of sneakers, accessories and jewelery Il Centimetro is born from a...
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 Unum But Not Today: an unsettlingly perfume just like a movie
 Unum But Not Today perfume by Filippo Sorcinelli hallenges our habitual and...
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 LAZZARI STORE
 Lazzari Store is the Italian multibrand store based in Treviso that for more than forty years has sought and promoted innovative designers and avant-garde fashion brands.
In our store you can find unique products, result of intense research and selection.
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Cookies configuration
 Functional cookies (technical or anonymized analytical)
 No
  Yes
 
 Description
Functional cookies are strictly necessary to provide the services of the shop, as well as for its proper functioning, so it is not possible to refuse their use. They allow the user to browse through our website and use the different options or services that exist on it.



 Advertising Cookies
 No
  Yes
 
 Description
These are cookies that collect information about the advertisements shown to users of the website. They can be anonymous, if they only collect information about the advertising spaces shown without identifying the user, or personalised, if they collect personal information about the user of the shop by a third party, for the personalisation of these advertising spaces.



 Tracking and profiling cookies
 No
  Yes
 
 Description
Collect information about the user's browsing experience in the shop, usually anonymously, although sometimes they also allow the user to be uniquely and unequivocally identified in order to obtain reports on the user's interests in the products or services offered by the shop.



 Performance cookies
 No
  Yes
 
 Description
These are used to improve the browsing experience and optimise the operation of the shop.



 Other cookies
 No
  Yes
 
 Description
These are cookies without a clear purpose, being in a test phase or those that we are still in the process of classifying.
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